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In December 1748 Sir Mark Stuart Pleydell mounted a new brass plaque in his house at Coleshill in Berkshire to mark the end of a five-year-long campaign of repairs and improvements. Amongst other things, the inscription on the plaque claimed that Inigo Jones (1573-1652) was the architect of the house, which was said to have been built in 1650.  More recently Sir Roger Pratt (1620-84) has come to be favoured as the genius behind the ground-breaking design of Coleshill House. The inscription also acknowledged the advice that Pleydell had received from two notable authorities on architectural taste, the Lords Burlington (1694-1753; Fig. 1) and Leicester (1697-1759). This connection with the earls, and particularly with Burlington, is taken as a sure sign of the esteem in which Coleshill was held amongst the architectural cognoscenti at the time. However, until now the exact nature of Burlington’s involvement has not been explored, and whilst we know little of the Earl of Leicester’s contribution, we can discover more about Burlington’s role from one of Pleydell’s journals, now in the Berkshire Record Office.​[1]​

Pleydell, a leading member of the Berkshire gentry, inherited Coleshill House from his father in 1728 (Fig. 2). Understood as the work of the great architect Inigo Jones, Coleshill came to be viewed as the perfect, flawless expression of Jones’s classical ideals. For Pleydell, however, the prestige conferred by ownership of a Jonesian masterpiece was tempered by the reality of living in a building that was beginning to show its age and which proved far from faultless. Pleydell’s journal tells us that Burlington’s involvement was part of a larger programme of repairs carried out from 1743 and prompted by concern for the deteriorating condition of the ageing but venerable house. During the 1740s many of Pleydell’s neighbours  and associates, including John Allen Pusey at Faringdon and Sir John St John at Lydiard House near Swindon, were busy building new houses or improving old ones, and he perhaps felt some peer-pressure to address the state of his own time-worn home. 

In the summer of 1743, Pleydell sought the advice of the architect and builder Richard Kittermaster on the general state of Coleshill; this resulted in a list of ‘defects in the house to be mended’.​[2]​  Kittermaster was an associate of the mason Nathaniel Ireson, and, whilst advising at Coleshill, was probably working with him on the Palladian remodelling of Lydiard Park in Wiltshire for the St Johns.​[3]​ Kittermaster discovered defects with the cupola, the entrance hall and its great staircase, the kitchen ceiling, the roof, the windows and the eaves’ cornice.  Kittermaster’s various recommendations included the propping of the kitchen ceiling, the repair of the rooftop balustrade and the repositioning of the window frames - six inches further towards the face of the building – in order to deter house martins from nesting beneath their soffits. 

The defect that most troubled Pleydell, however, was the state of the faulty chimneys, and more particularly the outer angle chimneys,which Kittermaster noted were precariously inclined. Coleshill had eight monumental chimneys; they soared gracefully above the roof,  constructed of stonework and cased in freestone. Four middle chimneys rose from the roof slope beside the balustrade, with one positioned at each of the corner angles and resting on the deep eaves’ cornice. In his 1953 volume The Age of Inigo Jones, James Lees-Milne, then Architectural Adviser to the National Trust, wrote of the decisive contribution that Coleshill’s chimneys made to the ‘astonishing geometrical perfection’ of the house.​[4]​ He noted how, along with the cupola, the stacks provided upward vertical movement, whilst the emphatic cornices of the chimney caps reinforced the horizontal harmony of the building. The heights of the chimneys were carefully contrived so that, whilst the angle chimneys were taller than those in the middle, the tops of all eight cornices defined a horizontal level (Fig.3). ‘Seldom has such economy of line resulted in such majesty of form’, eulogised Lees-Milne.​[5]​ 

As well as contributing to the aesthetic composition, the chimney placement also reflected practical considerations. In his theoretical writings, Pratt advised that stacks should not be brought up within a rooftop platform itself, but rather set around its sides so as not to hinder anyone walking on the flat. Furthermore, he proposed that they should ‘answer most uniformly each to the other, and that the height of them be at least 12 ft. from the platform, but better if 15 ft. for avoiding all smoke’.​[6]​ 

Pratt also offered advice on the ornamentation of chimneys in new buildings: ‘of Chimneys, as to their fireplace and shaft, but chiefly as to the bringing their stacks out of the roofs wherein first is to be considered their fittest place, next their bulk, and thirdly their ornament, viz: if low after the same manner as a Corinthian pedestal, but if high, as the pillar upon the pedestal, but without a wrought capital, with which it would be the more noble, though exceedingly expensive, and its whole ornament with modillion, in these likewise is to be considered their breadth, height and distance from each other, that in all things there may appear a most perfect uniformity.​[7]​ He recommended that the chimneys of the nobleman’s ideal country house should be ornamented with ‘raised panels, and the borders of them cut with eggs etc. and the top of them is a modillion cornice’.​[8]​ 

Pratt cited Sir John Thurloe’s house at Wisbech in Cambridgeshire as an exemplar of good design, with its chimneys  ‘so handsomely carried up and formed, that they seem a kind of ornament, and beauty to the roof where they are placed’.​[9]​ Coleshill’s chimneys broadly reflected Pratt’s advice, and were ornamented with sunk and raised panels bordered with carved egg-and-dart mouldings and bold modillioned Corinthian cornices (Fig. 4).

It had been observed long before Kittermaster’s survey of the house in 1743 that Coleshill’s corner chimneys were leaning inwards, over the roof. The worst of the eight stacks was that in the north corner, which was found to be inclined by eight and a quarter inches. Investigations of the southernmost angle chimney found that its upper portion from the floor of the garret storey up to the cap was significantly larger than in the storeys below, and that there was an overhang of 15 inches on the inward side at this level. The massive weight of this stone projection was found to be resting on two pieces of oak timber beneath the garret floor that had rotted to powder. Pleydell consulted various craftsmen about remedies for the structural defects in the chimneys, including the estate carpenter Thomas Boyce, the estate mason Jonathan Barrett, the stonemason Mr Strong (of the Stanford family of masons), and Kittermaster himself. All thought it necessary to take down the chimneys and rebuild them in some way, reducing their height by as much as six feet and perhaps eliminating the overhanging portion. 

Another proposal was to construct an arch under each angle chimney.  Each one, spanning the inward and outward walls of the house, below the garret floor, would be trussed with an oak beam to prevent the walls spreading (Fig. 5). Pleydell regarded this remedy as unpalatable, noting that ‘this method will disfigure a Closet under each arch: which are as beautiful rooms as any in the house’.​[10]​ Unfortunately we know very little about what these closet rooms were like, but some had coffered ceilings that would have had to be altered to accommodate the proposed arches and supports.  

Pleydell could not settle on any one of the various suggestions made, and was cautious about making what he regarded as a significant intervention into salient features of the house. He sought further advice and turned to an eminent admirer of the work of Jones, Richard Boyle, 3rd Earl of Burlington. On 24 July 1743, Pleydell drafted a letter to the earl which is recorded in his journal. Lord Bruce of Tottenham Park provided Burlington with directions to find Coleshill in May 1730 so it seems likely that he visited around that time. ​[11]​ John Woolfe and James Gandon noted in their 1771 volume of Vitruvius Britannicus that Burlington was an admirer of Coleshill and that he had commissioned Isaac Ware to make drawings of the house.​[12]​ In his letter to the earl, Pleydell set out the problems with the chimneys and the various solutions that had been proposed to him. He concluded that the best solution appeared to be to rebuild at least the angle chimneys and to reduce their dimensions, as ‘if it will not prejudice the beauty of the architecture it is thought no other objection could be made to it’.​[13]​ Burlington’s reply is bound into Pleydell’s journal. Writing from Chiswick on 30 July 1743 the earl reassured his correspondent that the situation was not as bad as it appeared. He dismissed the various proposals that had been put forward, as ‘they are such, as all workmen make, expensive and to no purpose’. Rather he advised that ‘you have a very easy and cheap remedy which is to shoar the stacks strongly and then put in sound timbers’. This, he suggested, would ‘secure your house for another century, and if the roof is not neglected probably for as long as the walls stand’.​[14]​ 

Pleydell intended to prop the chimneys according to Burlington’s advice, but he met with some resistance. Kittermaster objected to the earl’s proposal to shore them up, believing that the timber would rot and that the stacks could not be straightened unless they were first taken down. Furthermore it was discovered that the inclination of the chimneys was double that of initial assessments, and when plumbed from the outer edge the worst was found to be leaning inwards by 16 inches. To make matters worse, principal rafters and purlins walled into the chimneys were found to have rotted away too, further weakening the structures. 

Kittermaster wrote from Lydiard in August 1743 with a new design for rebuilding the stacks, having consulted with those he was working with there. This solution involved constructing supporting arches that would not require alterations to the closet ceilings and would ‘not diminish any beauty neither within side nor out’.​[15]​ The design allowed for rebuilding the chimneys with slightly reduced dimensions, but retained the inward projection which was to be formed gradually so that the full weight did not hang on the garret floor (Fig. 6). Further valuable advice was given by a Mr Crossley, whom Pleydell was consulting at the time about new waterworks for the house and gardens. Crossley proposed that the projection should be formed gradually from ‘old Swindon step stones’, laid square rather than cut away to form an arch as in Kittermaster’s design. By using brick rather than stone inside the rebuilt chimneys, and replacing some of the solid masonry of the projection with hollow spaces, the weight could be further reduced. This method was approved by members of the estate team and by Strong, and Pleydell resolved to adopt it. The cost of rebuilding the four chimneys was estimated to be around £100, including materials. 

On 6 December 1743 Pleydell wrote again to Burlington apprising him of the change of circumstances, which had led him to abandon the earl’s initial advice, and setting out the new proposals. He explained that, with the discovery that the stacks were leaning more precariously than had previously been thought, the workmen had been unwilling to prop the chimneys unless they were shored through every ceiling to the foundations of the house. So extreme was the inclination that he claimed it ‘offends every eye even the most ignorant, and so gives every body the apprehension of danger’.​[16]​ In January a reply was received via architect Matthew Brettingham who had consulted with Burlington. The earl approved of rebuilding the chimneys with a slight contraction in the dimensions which would be imperceptible to the eye and cause ‘no diminution of their beauty’.​[17]​ He endorsed the measures to reduce the weight of the stacks, and proposed using temporary propping if necessary until the work was set and the chimneys could stand of their own accord. 
Work began on the north stack on 28 May 1744, and by November the angle chimneys had been rebuilt. On 21 January 1745 Pleydell drafted a letter to Burlington in his journal to report on the work. He wrote that the rebuilt chimneys ‘look extremely well and stand firm without the least crack or settlement’, but that despite repairing the roof rain still found its way into the house in a few places.​[18]​
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